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  consider	
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and/or	
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Visit	
  our	
  website	
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  contact	
  us	
  to	
  
learn	
  more	
  
www.reaprwanda.org	
  
About	
  REAP	
  
Since 2009, REAP has been working
with the Duha Complex School, a
rural public school in Eastern Rwanda,
and the surrounding community, to
help provide a path to a better future
through education.
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Founded by Edward M. Ballen, we now
have six dedicated employees in rural
Rwanda, one in the U.S., and a diverse
group of committed advisors, friends
and board members in the New York
Metro area.
We’ve been able to change the lives of
hundreds of needy children. With your
help, we hope to reach thousands.
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REAP is Unique…
In that we're addressing the needs of
rural public education as well as the
surrounding community.
Hand-in-hand with the community,
we are developing interventions that
dramatically improve education and
future opportunities for the
community’s children.

Programs include:
•

Nutrition

•

Teacher Training

•

STEM Training

•

Library/Computer Lab

•

Girls Empowerment

•

Early Childhood Interventions

•

Research-based Programming

•

Infrastructure

•

Community Engagement

With your support, we can continue to
help children in rural Rwanda.

“A	
  secure	
  future	
  for	
  Rwanda	
  
begins	
  with	
  education	
  and	
  opportunity”	
  
HOW	
  REAP	
  SUPPORTS	
  THE	
  STUDENTS	
  OF	
  DUHA…	
  
wMEET CELESTINEw
Celestine (four years old) and her older
sister begin each day by walking three miles
up a red dirt road to Duha
School. She is excited to be
attending school, where she
can now focus on her
studies instead of her
hunger.
Since the inception of REAP’s
Duha cow farm in 2013, a cup
of porridge and milk is
provided daily to each nursery
school child, and malnutrition
rates at the school have
plummeted.

Celestine has just started learning her
numbers and letters, but she loves
spending time in the REAPfunded library, looking
through pictures in the
donated collections.
When she is her sister’s age, she
can use the REAP computer lab
and participate in the reading
enrichment programs and
competitions on Saturdays,
held by REAP staff members.

